CUSTOMER CASE STUDY

KEY BENEFITS

• Secure and robust updates at scale
• Security by design in Mender
adheres to Vaillant’s plans to achieve
the IEC62443 part 3 standard
• Leading edge features - Delta
updates, Update roll back, dynamic
groups & device filtering
• Integrations with Microsoft Azure
IoT, and NXP
WHY MENDER

• Selected for its “high technology”

Company Biography
The Vaillant Group is a global market and
technology leader in the fields of heating,
ventilation and air-conditioning technology.
For over 140 years, the company has been
following a strategy designed to achieve
sustainable and profitable growth. Today,

• Essential security features for
embedded device security &
encryption
• Reference integration with
Microsoft Azure IoT
• Proximity to the embedded
engineering & open source
communities

the family-owned company has 10 sites in
6 European countries and China.

Challenge
The Vaillant Group needs to find
technologically excellent solutions to
developing reliable and innovative high
quality products.They are looking to
balance the focus on customer needs and
their need of infrastructure and technical
debt. They must find a way, on the one

“We selected Mender for the high technology, for being
able to provide secure software updates to embedded
devices. Also, its long history in community
engagement through open source and the Mender
Hub, and very good reputation in the world of
embedded engineers.”

hand, to develop fast and innovative
products, while maintaining and sustaining
a highly secure product in the field which is
state of art and meets their customers’
expectations and fulfil their promises.

Solution
Kai Pecka,
Product Owner, myVAILLANT / MiGo Link

Vaillant Group selected Mender Enterprise
as part of a best of breed device
management solution for its next

Vaillant needs to find a way to mitigate the
risk of field device failure.
The Vaillant group seeks to partner with
Best-of-Breed technology companies who
know the low level infrastructure better than
they do, so they get robustness, security
and reliability. This allows the Vaillant End
User IoT Product Group to concentrate
more of their precious resources on the
high quality software development that will
deliver the best features to the home users.
Microsoft Azure IoT provides the main IoT
infrastructure, Mender provides the secure
and robust OTA software updates for the
embedded devices, and NXP provides
Vaillant with Best-of-Breed Edge hardware
and the EdgeLock 2GO cloud service for
embedded device security and encryption.
Mender integrates with Microsoft Azure IoT
for device authorisation and supports
encrypted communication for the updates
with the NXP-powered edge hardware.

The Vaillant End User IoT Product

Product Owner myVAILLANT / MiGo Link,
stresses the need to find the right OTA
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are an extremely important capability as

Benefits

risk of field device failure. Kai Pecka,
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Robust and secure OTA software updates

Robust and secure OTA software updates
Vaillant needs to find a way to mitigate the
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heating system products.

generation of home heating systems.
are an extremely important capability as

CONTACT

effective management and control of its

software updating solution: “A bricking of
50,000 devices would be a huge expense
and would not be a good way to find new

management team can focus on the core of
creating compelling customer features while
Mender handles the robust and secure
updating of the system and applications on the
heating system gateways. The fleet gets the
benefits of dynamic deployments, A/B partition
and update roll back to prevent device
bricking, and delta updates.

customers.” The Vaillant Group is using
embedded gateway technology based on

Learn more at Vaillant

Linux and secure certificates to enable

To see more case studies, go to Case
Studies

